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Abstract—Significant effort has been made to solve computationally expensive optimization problems in the past two decades,
and various optimization methods incorporating surrogates into
optimization have been proposed. Most research focuses on either
exploiting the surrogate by defining a utility optimization problem or customizing an existing optimization method to use one or
multiple approximation models. However, only a little attention
has been paid to generic concepts applicable to different types
of algorithms and optimization problems simultaneously. Thus
this paper proposes a generalized probabilistic surrogate-assisted
framework (GPSAF), applicable to a broad category of unconstrained and constrained, single- and multi-objective optimization
algorithms. The idea is based on a surrogate assisting an existing
optimization method. The assistance is based on two distinct
phases, one facilitating exploration and another exploiting the
surrogates. The exploration and exploitation of surrogates are
automatically balanced by performing a probabilistic knockout
tournament among different clusters of solutions. A study of
multiple well-known population-based optimization algorithms
is conducted with and without the proposed surrogate assistance
on single- and multi-objective optimization problems with a
maximum solution evaluation budget of 300 or less. The results
indicate the effectiveness of applying GPSAF to an optimization
algorithm and the competitiveness with other surrogate-assisted
algorithms.
Index Terms—Surrogate-Assisted Optimization, Model-based
Optimization, Simulation Optimization, Evolutionary Computing, Genetic Algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ANY optimization problems are computationally expensive and require the execution of one or multiple
time-consuming objective and constraint functions to evaluate a solution. Expensive optimization problems (EOPs) are
especially important in practice and are omnipresent in all
kinds of research and application areas, for instance, Agriculture [1], Engineering [2], Health Care [3], or Computer
Science [4]. Often the expensive solution evaluations (ESEs)
are caused by running a simulation, such as Computational
Fluid Dynamic [5], Finite Element Analysis [6], or processing
a large amount of data [7], [8]. Most of such these simulationbased or data-intensive ESEs are black-box in nature [9]
and no gradient information is available or even more timeconsuming to derive. Thus, the optimization method must be
designed for a significantly limited evaluation budget without
any assumptions about the problem’s fitness landscape.
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The majority of methods proposed for solving EOPs incorporate so-called surrogate models (or metamodels) [10]
into the optimization procedure. The surrogate model provides
an approximate solution evaluation (ASE) with less computational expense to improve the convergence behavior. A wellknown research direction with the significant effort being made
in the past is referred to as ”Efficient Global Optimization”
(EGO) [11]. In EGO, solutions are evaluated in each iteration
based on the optimum of a utility optimization problem –
also known as infill criterion – commonly defined by the
surrogate’s value and error predictions from Kriging [12]. The
method can be summarized as a fit-define-optimize procedure:
A surrogate model is fitted, a utility problem based on the
surrogate predictions is defined, and then optimized to obtain
an infill solution. Original limitations such as the evaluation
of a single point per iteration, the lack of constraint handling,
or dealing with multiple objectives have been investigated,
and extensions have been proposed [13], [14]. Nevertheless,
adding such additional requirements further complicates the
utility problem and makes it significantly more challenging.
The surrogate’s role in such fit-define-optimize methods is
critical because of the direct dependency on the infill criteria
defined based on approximations and error predictions.
Another research direction pursued by researchers is the
organic incorporation of surrogates into an existing optimization [15]. Such approaches aim to improve the convergence
behavior of a “baseline” algorithm and, thus, the anytime
performance. Researchers have explored different ways of
incorporating surrogates into well-known population-based
algorithms, such as genetic algorithms (GA) [16], differential evolution (DE) [17], or particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [18]. All surrogate-assisted algorithms must find a
reasonable trade-off between exploiting the knowledge of the
surrogate and still exploring the search space. On the one hand,
researchers have investigated methods adding a surrogate with
lighter influence on the original algorithm, for instance, using
surrogate-based pre-selection in evolutionary strategy [19] or
a predictor for the individual replacement in DE [20]. On
the other hand, the behavior of an existing algorithm might
almost entirely rely on the surrogate predictions and guide the
search significantly. For instance, a global and local surrogate
have been incorporated into PSO to solve expensive largescale optimization problems [21] or into DE for expensive
constrained optimization problems [22]. The existence of numerous variants of surrogate-assisted algorithms indicates that
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Fig. 1. Robustly Adding Surrogate-Assistance to Population-Based Algorithms (Illustration inspired from [16]).

many different ways of using surrogates during optimization
method exist, but also that no best practice procedure has been
established yet [23].
The need for more generalizable concepts in surrogateassisted optimization has been identified, and frameworks
aiming to solve a broader category of optimization problems
have been proposed [24], [25]. Existing frameworks provide
a generic method for different problems types using the fitdefine-optimize strategy or by replacing locally optimized
solutions (on ASEs) before their computationally expensive
evaluation. One shortcoming of existing frameworks for solving EOPs is their design being primarily algorithm-dependent
and their limitations to transferring it to different optimization methods. Thus, this matter shall be addressed in this
paper by proposing a novel generalized probabilistic surrogateassisted framework (GPSAF), adding surrogate assistance to
population-based algorithms. In contrast to other surrogateassisted algorithms that customize a specific algorithm, our
goal is to provide a scheme to add surrogate assistance to
a whole algorithm class. Figure 1 – inspired from [16] –
shows different problem types on the x and the efficiency of
algorithms on the y-axis. Whereas specific algorithms can be
customized and thus be a specialist for a specific problem type,
this study considers algorithms that can solve a broad category
of problem types and adds surrogate assistance to them. Even
though specialized surrogate-assisted algorithms are likely to
outperform a generic concept on a specific problem type,
the merit of this study is its broad applicability. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(i) We provide a categorization of existing surrogate-assisted
algorithms regarding their surrogate usage. Methods are
distinguished based on their surrogate’s impact and importance during optimization and identify what has been
less attention paid to in the past.
(ii) We propose a framework that applies to all kinds of
population-based optimization algorithms. The framework enables existing optimization methods designed for
unconstrained or constrained, single or multi-objective
optimization to become assisted by a surrogate. Intuitive hyper-parameters can control the surrogate’s impact.
A specific setting to even disable the surrogate usage
entirely exists, which demonstrates the truly surrogate
assistant behavior.
(iii) We propose a novel way of dealing with surrogate

prediction error algorithmically. In contrast to existing
surrogate-assisted methods, we are using the search pattern of the search of an algorithm on the surrogate instead
of only using final solutions. The prediction error of the
surrogates and the search space exploration is addressed
using a probabilistic knockout tournament selection. The
surrogate prediction error is incorporated into the tournament selection and reliably balances the exploitationexploration trade-off based on the surrogate’s accuracy.
In the remainder of this paper, we first discuss related
work of surrogate-assisted optimization and its challenges
in Section II before proposing the generalized probabilistic
surrogate-assisted framework (GPSAF) in Section III. A comparison of GPSAF and other state-of-the-art surrogate-based
methods is provided in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are
drawn, and future work is presented in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, the brief overview of methods in the previous
section shall be enriched with details, and surrogate-assisted
algorithms are categorized regarding their surrogate incorporation.
Surrogate-assisted methods can be roughly put into one of
the following categories based on the surrogate’s involvement:
aided, customized, centered, or once (see Figure 2). The latter
describes the early development of optimization using an approximation model, fitted exactly once during optimization and
never updated (once). Algorithms that perform an update of
the surrogate can mostly depend on its predictions (centered)
or use it as an assistant in an existing method to improve
the convergence behavior (aided, customized). The surrogate’s
role and dependency on the algorithm’s design are vital for
generalization and, thus, shall be spent special attention to.
Next, a thematic overview of these different types of surrogate
involvements in an algorithm is given.
Especially in the early phase of surrogate-based optimization, the surrogate was fitted only once and optimized. Thus,
the optimization’s outcome entirely depends on the accuracy
of the surrogate model, assuming an efficient optimizer is used
to obtain the surrogate’s optimum.
The limitation of fitting a surrogate only once has soon
been overcome by a more adaptive approach known as EGO
(Efficient Global Optimization) [11]. Kriging [12] is used as
a surrogate and provides predictions as well as a measure
of uncertainty for each point. The prediction and uncertainty
TABLE I
C ATEGORIZATION REGARDING THE S URROGATE ’ S ROLE IN AN
O PTIMIZATION A LGORITHM .
Category

Algorithm / Study

Aided
Customized

MAES [19], SVC-DE [20]
MOEAD-EGO [26], K-RVEA [27], HSMEA [28],
CSEA [29], PAL-SAPSO [30], CAL-SAPSO [31]
EGO [11], ParEGO [14], SMS-EGO [32], MaxMin SAEA [33], SACOBRA [34], SABLA [35], GSMOMA [24], GSGA [25], MISO [36], GOSAC [37]
[38], [39], [40]
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The surrogate is fitted exactly
once and then optimized. Thus,
the performance strongly
depends on the surrogate's
prediction error.

A surrogate is part of the
algorithm's design and serves as
an assistant to improve the
algorithm's convergence.

Surrogate-Aided

Surrogate-Customized

An algorithm retrieves some aid
from a surrogate, which plays only
a minor role in the algorithm's
design.
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Just Once / Not Adaptive

The surrogate is a substantial
component of the algorithm and
its design. Without any surrogate,
the algorithm can not be
executed.

Fig. 2. Different Roles of Surrogates in the Design of an Algorithm.

together define the so-called acquisition function (or infill
criterion), such as the expected improvement [11] or probability of improvement [41] aiming to balance exploitation
and exploration simultaneously. The optimization of the acquisition function results in an infill solution, which is first
evaluated and then added to the model. The procedure is
repeated until a termination criterion
is met. The limitation of
Surrogate-Assisted
finding only a single new solution in each iteration has been
investigated thoroughly, and multi-point EGO approaches have
been proposed [42], [43], [44]. Moreover, the concept has been
generalized to solve multi-objective optimization problems by
using decomposition [14], [26] or replacing the objective with
a performance indicator based metric [32]. The idea has also
been extended to handle constraints, which is especially important for solving real-world optimization problems [45]. Instead
of using acquisition functions to address the surrogate’s uncertainty, algorithms based on trust regions have been proposed.
Inevitable, updating the trust-region radii becomes vital for
the algorithm’s performance [46]. Whereas original studies
were limited to unconstrained single-objective optimization,
the surrogate-assisted trust-region concept has been generalized to constrained and also multi-objective optimization [24],
[25]. Apart from the approaches discussed above, the direct
usage of surrogates in an algorithm has been explored in
various areas, for instance, bi-level optimization [33], [35] or
mixed-integer optimization [36]. All these approaches have in
common that the algorithm has been designed with a strong
dependency on the surrogate model. Thus, the surrogate’s
suitability and accuracy are critical for the optimization’s
success. Inaccurate surrogate predictions and error estimations,
inevitably occurring in large-scale optimization problems, are
known to be problematic [23].
In contrast to algorithms being designed based on surrogates, researchers have investigated surrogates’ incorporation into existing optimization methods. Such approaches are
also known as surrogate-assisted algorithms, emphasizing the
surrogate’s role as an assistant during optimization. In our
categorization, surrogate-assisted algorithms are split up into
two categories. On the one hand, algorithms can be aided by a
surrogate where only minor changes of the original algorithm
design are made; on the other hand, surrogate-customized
methods where the algorithm has a significant impact on
the algorithm’s design. Because the judgment of impact is
subjective, the transition between both categories is somewhat

fluent.
The benefit of surrogate-aided algorithms is that with relatively minor modifications, a surrogate has been incorporated,
and the performance has been improved [10]. One well-known
approach is a pre-selection (or pre-filtering) which uses a
surrogate to select a subset of solutions that usually would be
Surrogate-Based
evaluated on the EOP
[19]. Moreover, instead of changing the
behavior in a generation, surrogates have also been used across
generations by switching between the expensive evaluation
and surrogate predictions entirely for some iterations [15],
[47]. Another example for a surrogate-influenced algorithm is
modifying a memetic algorithm (genetic algorithm with local
search) by executing the usually evaluation-intensive local
search on the surrogate [48].
Besides surrogate-assisted methods with relatively minor
modifications of existing algorithms, optimization methods can
be customized to incorporate surrogate usage. This let arise
surrogate-assisted variants of well-known algorithms, such as
lqCMAES [49] derived from CMAES [50], KRVEA [27] and
HSMEA [28] based on RVEA [51], MOEAD-EGO [26] as
an improvement of MOEAD [52], or CAL-PSO [31] based
on PSO [18] to name a few. Each surrogate-assisted variant
is in principle based on an algorithm originally developed for
computationally more inexpensive optimization problems but
customizes the default behavior, for instance, by one or multiple local or global surrogates, implementing a sophisticated
selection after surrogate-based optimization.
The increasing number of surrogate-assisted algorithms
shows its importance and relevance in practice. Indisputably,
approaches and ideas directly designed for and centered on one
or multiple surrogates have their legitimacy but are somewhat
tricky to use for newly proposed algorithms. The existence of
many different surrogate-based algorithms also indicates the
absence of a best practice procedure and the need for more
generic methods. Thus, this study shall address this research
gap and propose a surrogate-assisted framework of algorithms
applicable to a broad category of optimization methods.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
One of the major challenges when proposing a generalized
optimization framework is the number and strictness of assumptions being made. On the one hand, too many assumptions restrict the applicability; on the other hand, too few
assumptions limit the usage of existing elements in algorithms.
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Algorithm 1: Infill-And-Advance Interface
Input : Algorithm Φ
1 while Φ has not terminated do
2
X ← Φ.infill()
3
F, G ← evaluate(X)
4
Φ.advance(X, F, G)
5 end

Algorithm 2: GPSAF: Generalized Probablistic SurrogateAssisted Framework
Input : Algorithm Φ, Surrogate Tournament Pressure α
(≥ 1), Number of Simulated Iterations β (≥ 0),
Replacement Probability Exponent γ, Maximum
Number of Solution Evaluations SE(max)
/* Sample Design of Experiments (DOE)
2

A ← ∅; P ← ∅; Q ← ∅; U ← ∅; e ← ∅
A.X ← doe(); A.F, A.G ← evaluate(A.X)

3

while size(A) < SE(max) do

1

In this study, we target any type of population-based algorithm
with two phases in an iteration: the process of generating
new solutions to be evaluated (infill) and a method processing
evaluated infill solutions (advance). With these two methods,
running an algorithm can be summarized by the pseudocode shown in Algorithm 1. Until the algorithm Φ has been
terminated, the infill method returns a set of new designs X to
be evaluated. After obtaining the objective F and constraint G
values for design, the algorithm is advanced by providing the
evaluated solutions {X, F , G}. By looking at this interface,
we further make two (weak) assumptions. First, we do not
assume that X needs to be identical with the suggested designs
from infill (Line 2 and 4), but can also be modified. Second, the
infill method is non-deterministic, resulting in different designs
X whenever called. Both assumptions can be considered weak
because most population-based algorithms already fulfill them.
So, how can existing optimization methods be described into
infill and advance phases? Genetic algorithms (GAs) generate
new solutions using evolutionary recombination-mutation operators and then process them using an environmental survival
selection [16] operator; PSO methods create new solutions
based on a particles’ current velocity, personal best, and
global best, and process the solutions using a replacement
strategy [18]; CMAES samples new solutions from a normal
distribution, which is then updated in each iteration [50].
Shown by well-known state-of-the-art algorithms following or
being suitable to be implemented in this optimization method
design pattern, this seems to be a reasonable assumption to be
made for a generic framework. Moreover, it is worth noting
that some researchers and practitioners also refer to the pattern
as ask-and-tell interface.
However, how shall this interface now be utilized, and
what role can surrogates play in improving the algorithm’s
performance? Precisely this is the subject of this article.
Nevertheless, before moving on to the proposed framework,
some more specifications of the surrogate usage are to be
defined: First, the surrogate shall only be used as an assistant
(in contrast to other methods where everything is developed
centered around the surrogate). Second, the proposed method
should be adaptive, allowing to decrease and increase the
impact of surrogate usage and, if desired, even falling back
to the original pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 1. Third, the
surrogate prediction error needs to be addressed to ensure both
exploitation and exploration. Altogether, the design goals are
formulated to make the optimization framework and surrogate
incorporation flexible. The proposed Generalized Probabilistic
Surrogate-Assisted Framework (GPSAF) meets these goals
by introducing two different phases: First, the α-phase using
the current state of algorithm Φ introducing some surrogate

/* Infill sols. from baseline algorithm

*/

P.X ← Φ.infill()

4

/* Estimate error - only initially

*/

if e = ∅ then e ← estm error(A.X, A.F, A.G);

5

/* Surrogates for each obj. and constr.

*/

S ← fit(A.X, A.F, A.G)
P.^
F, P.^
G ← S.predict(P.X)

6
7

/* Surrogate Influence (α)

*/

foreach k ← 2 to α do
Q.X ← Φ.infill()
Q.^
F, Q.^
G ← S.predict(Q.X)
foreach j ← 1 to size(Q) do
if not dominates(P[j], Q[j]) then P[j] = Q[j] ;
end
end

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

/* Surrogate Bias (β)

*/

/* Replacement (γ)

*/

Φ′ ← copy(Φ)
U ←∅
foreach k ← 1 to β do
Q.k ← k
Q.X ← Φ′ .infill()
Q.^
F, Q.^
G ← S.predict(Q.X)
foreach j ← 1 to size(Q) do
i ← closest(P.X, Q[j].X)
U[i] ← U[i] ∪ Q[j]
end
Φ′ .advance(Q.X, Q.^
F, Q.^
G)
end
V ← list()
foreach j ← 1 to size(U) do
V ← V ∪ prob knockout tourn(U[j])
end

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

foreach j ← 1 to size(P) do
ρ ← repl prob(U[j], U, γ)
if rand() < ρ then P[j] ← V[j]) ;
end

31
32
33
34

/* Evaluate on ESE

*/

P.F, P.G ← evaluate(P.X)

35

/* Prepare next iteration of GPSAF

*/

Φ.advance(P.X, P.F, P.G)
e ← update error(P.F, P.G, P.^
F, P.^
G)
A←A∪P

36
37
38
39

*/

end

influence. This pre-filtering phase uses a replacement strategy
based on surrogate predictions; second, the β-phase continues
to run algorithm Φ for multiple consecutive iterations on the
surrogate resulting in a (convergence) search pattern. From
the search pattern, solutions are selected by applying a probabilistic knockout tournament. The tournament incorporates
the distribution of historical prediction errors by comparing
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B. Surrogate Influence through Tournament Pressure (α)
The first mechanism of GPSAF incorporates tournament
pressure by utilizing the predictions of a surrogate as a referee.
Tournament pressure is a well-known concept in evolutionary
computation to introduce a bias towards more promising
solutions [53]. Usually, its purpose is to introduce selection
bias during mating to increase the chances of involvement of
better-performing individuals. A specifically helpful control
parameter is the number of competitors in each tournament to
naturally increase or decrease the selection pressure.
Here, we borrow the tournament pressure mechanism to
provide solutions with surrogate influence before their evaluation on the EOP. The surrogate predictions provide the

"$
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A. Generalized Probabilistic Surrogate-Assisted Framework
Before describing the responsibilities and details of each
of the phases, the outline of the algorithm shall be discussed
(see Algorithm 2). Before any surrogate can be fit, a solution
archive A is initialized by some design of experiments A.X are
generated in a space-filling manner. A good spread of solutions
is recommended to allow surrogates to capture the overall
fitness landscape as accurately as possible. A.X is evaluated on
the expensive solution evaluation (ESE) resulting in A.F and
A.G (Line 2). Then, while the number of evaluations is less
than the maximum solution evaluation budget SE(max) , infill
solutions P.X are generated by calling the non-deterministic
infill method of the baseline algorithm Φ. The default execution of algorithm Φ would immediately evaluate P.X using
ESE and directly feed the solutions back to the algorithm
by executing Φ.advance(P.X, P.F, P.G) (Line 35 and 36).
However, instead of doing so, GPSAF modifies P.X in a way
to be influenced and biased by surrogates (Line 6 to 30) and
advances the algorithm in the end of the iteration (Line 35
to 36). After having estimated the surrogate error and fitted the
surrogates for objective and constraint functions, the α-phase
adds surrogate influence to P.X by replacing solutions being
predicted to be better (Line 8 to 14). Thereafter, the β-phase
runs algorithm Φ for multiple generations (evaluations only
on ASE) and assigns each solution to its closest P.X. For each
of the resulting candidate solution pools U[j] assigned P[j]
a probabilistic tournament determines the winning candidate
(Line 15 to 30). Afterward, the replacement phase takes place
where either the solution originating from the α-phase P[j] is
kept or replaced with U[j] from the β-phase (Line 31 to 34).
The solutions set to P.X are evaluated, and the algorithm Φ
is advanced (Line 35 and 36). Finally, the prediction error
is updated before starting the next iteration, and the newly
evaluated solutions are added to archive A.
The overall outline of GPSAF shall provide an idea of where
and when the α and β phases take place and what role they
play in modifying the infill solutions fed back to the algorithm.
Next, each phase shall be explained and discussed in detail.
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solutions under noise to address the surrogate inaccuracies.
The two phases and their control parameter allow configuring
the surrogate usage, and the probabilistic knockout tournament
serves as a self-adaptive mechanism to balance its exploitation
and exploration.

*

Fig. 3. Tournament selection with α competitors to create a surrogateinfluenced infill solutions.

necessary ASEs to determine the winner of each tournament.
The number of competitors α in each tournament can control
the amount of surrogate influence. In Figure 3 the surrogateassisted tournament selection with three competitors (α = 3)
for four infill solutions (n = 4) is visualized. Initially, the
algorithm’s infill function is called three times to generate the
solution sets X α1 , X α2 , and X α3 . After evaluating each of
the solution sets on the surrogate, a tournament takes place
where α solutions of the j-th infill solution set X αj compete
with each other. For instance, for the first tournament, the
winner of X1α1 , X2α1 , and X3α1 is declared. The winner of
each solution pool is determined as follows: if all solutions
are infeasible, select the least infeasible solution; otherwise,
select a non-dominated solution (break ties randomly). For
both the constraint and objective values, only ASEs are used.
By repeating the tournament n times and declaring the winners
Xi where i ∈ (1, . . . , n), here X1 , X2 , X3 , and X4 , four
surrogate-influenced solutions have been selected and the αphase is completed.
It is worth noting that because the infill method calls of algorithm Φ is non-deterministic and do not have any order, this
can be implemented memory-friendly by a for loop as shown
in Algorithm 2 (see Line 8 to 14). Generally, it shall also
become apparent that setting α = 1 disables the tournament
selection and serves as a fallback to the original algorithm. By
involving the surrogate in the tournament selection (α > 1),
the infill solutions P get a smaller or larger influence based on
the number of competitors, which provides a natural inclusion
of surrogate guidance.
C. Continue Optimization on Surrogate (β)
After completing the α-phase, the solution set P is already
influenced by surrogates. But what are the limitations of the
α-phase, and why is there a necessity for a second one? Even
though the infill method is called multiple times, the algorithm
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Algorithm 3: Probabilistic Knockout Tournament (PKT)
Input : Solution Set C, Prediction errors e, Number of
winners k
(1)
1 C
← shuffle(C)
2 t ← 1
(t)
3 while |C
| > k do
4
if |C (t) | is odd then C (t) ← C (t) ∪ rselect(C(t) , 1);
5
C (t+1) ← ∅
6
foreach i ← 1 to |C (t) |/2 do
(t)
(t)
7
w ← compare noisy(C2i , C2i+1 , e)
(t+1)
(t+1)
8
C
←C
∪w
9
end
10
t←t+1
11 end
(t)
12 if |C
| < k then
13
C (t) ← C (t) ∪ rselect(C(t−1) \ C(t) , |C(t) | − k)
14 end
(t)
15 return C
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is never advanced to the next iteration. Thus, it provides a one
step look-ahead, which is not sufficient to find near-optimal
solutions on the surrogate (which to some degree can be very
useful for convergence). So, to further increase the surrogate’s
impact, the second phase looks β iterations into the future by
calling infill and advance of the baseline algorithm repetitively.
Whereas for a smaller β, the surrogates will be somewhat
exploited, for a larger β, near-optimal solutions using ASEs
will be found (similarly to optimizing the surrogate directly).
However, it must be considered that ASEs have an underlying
prediction error and can not be taken for granted. In GPSAF,
the error is addressed by making not only use of the final
solution set resulting from the β optimization runs but using
the whole search pattern. The pattern is first divided into
multiple clusters by assigning all solutions to their closest
solution (in the design space) to each solution in P.X. Then,
we use a so-called probabilistic knockout tournament (PKT)
to select solutions from each cluster with the goal of selfadaptively exploiting surrogates. The goal is to use surrogates
more when they provide accurate predictions but use them
more carefully when they provide only rough estimations.
Necessary for generalization, PKT also applies to problems
with multiple objectives and constraints, often with varying
complexities and surrogate errors to be considered.
Generally, we define PKT as a subset selection of k
solutions from a set of solutions C by applying pairwise
comparisons under noise as shown in Algorithm 3. Initially,
the solution set C to select from is shuffled to randomize the
matches (Line 1). If the current number of participants |C (t) | is
odd, a random solution is chosen to compete twice (Line 4).
Each competition occurs under noise, based on the current
prediction error of the surrogates. The noise is added to each
objective and constraint independently before comparing the
solutions. After adding the noise, the comparison is identical
to the subset selection explained in Section III-B (feasibility,
dominance, random tie break) with two competitors (α = 2).
The winner of each round moves on to the next and is added
to C (t+1) (Line 8). Finally, if too many solutions have been
eliminated, randomly choose some losers from the last round

Fig. 4. Continue Running the Algorithm for β Iteration on the Surrogate.

(Line 13). This results in a set of solutions of size k being
returned as tournament winners under noise. The design of
PKT applies to the most general case of constrained multiobjective optimization because the selection procedure can be
reduced two a comparison of two solutions.
Back to the cluster-wise selection in the β-phase where PKT
is executed with k = 1 to obtain a winner for each solution
set Uj . An example with five iterations (β = 5) and four infill
solutions X1 , X2 , X3 , and X4 is illustrated in Figure 4. Calling
the infill and advance function of the baseline algorithm results
in five solution sets (β1 to β5 ) with four solutions each. The
advancement of multiple iterations is based on ASEs. In each
iteration, all solutions are directly assigned to the closest Xi
solution from the α-phase forming the cluster Ui . The cluster
search pattern division is essential to preserve diversity. For
each cluster, a winner Vi is declared by performing the PKT.
For instance, in this example, X1 has four solutions in U1
where one from the fourth iteration β4 is finally selected. At
the end of the β-phase, each cluster Ui has at most one solution
Vi to be assigned to (some clusters may stay empty because
no solutions are assigned to it).
The β-phase exploits the surrogates significantly more
than the α-phase by optimizing multiple iterations on the
surrogates. In addition, mechanisms such as cluster-based
search pattern selection help preserve diversity. Finally, it is
worth noting that, analogously to the α-phase, the surrogate
assistance can be disabled by setting a specific configuration
(β = 0). Thus, GPSAF provides a fallback mechanism to
the baseline optimization method without surrogate assistance
(when α = 1 and β = 0). Increasing one or the other will
add more and more guidance through surrogate models. How
the two phases, each resulting in a set of solutions, are now
combined to find a trade-off between the more explorative first
and more exploiting second phase shall be discussed next.
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D. Balancing the Exploration and Exploitation (γ)
The α and β phases are designed to add surrogate assistance
to an algorithm. The β phase utilizes the search pattern
on the surrogate and assigns solutions from the α-phase.
This means one can now choose to either stick to the more
explorative α or exploit the β solution. The most simple
way of making this choice is by replacing the solution with
probability ρ. However, in a pilot study addressing singleobjective optimization, it has been shown that a more dynamic
selection strategy is beneficial [54].
A piece of particularly useful information for making this
decision is the distribution of assigned solutions across clusters. The search pattern derived from surrogates with a highdensity area indicates a region of interest. Thus, we propose
to set the replacement probability:
γ

|Uj |
(1)
ρ=
maxj |Uj |
The denominator maxj |Uj | normalizes the number of assigned points with respect to the points in the current cluster
|Uj |. The exponent γ can be used to control the importance of
the distribution and was kept constant at γ = 0.5. The cluster
with the highest density is always chosen from the β-phase
because the nominator and denominator will be equal. This
will necessarily be the case for baseline algorithms returning
only one infill solution where a stronger surrogate bias is
desirable. After the replacement, the solutions will finally be
sent to the time-consuming solution evaluation.
E. Surrogate Management
Besides using surrogates in an algorithmic framework, some
more words need to be said about the models themselves.
First, one shall note that only the predictions of data points
need to be provided by surrogates and no additional error
estimation (the error estimates are kept track of by our
method directly). Not requiring an error estimation does not
limit the models to a specific type, unlike other surrogatebased algorithms. Second, each of the objective and constraint
functions is modeled independently, known as M1 in the
surrogate usage taxonomy in [55]. Even though modeling all
functions increases the algorithmic overhead, it prevents larger
prediction errors through complexity aggregations of multiple
functions. Third, a generic framework for optimizing computationally expensive functions requires a generic surrogate
model implementation. Clearly, some model types are more
suitable for some problems than others. Thus, to provide a
more robust framework, each function is approximated with
a set of surrogates, and the best one is finally chosen to be
used. The surrogate types in this paper consist of the model
types RBF [56] and Kriging [12], both initialized with different
hyper-parameters (normalization, regressions, kernel). A prenormalization step referred to as PLOG [34] is attempted
and selected if well-performing for constraint functions. Two
metrics assess the performance of a model: First, Kendall
Tau Distance [57] comparing the ranking of solutions being
less sensitive to outliers with a large prediction error; second,
the Maximum Absolute Error (MAE) to break any ties. The

value of MAE is also used as an error approximation when
noise is added to individuals. The error estimation in the first
iteration is based on k-fold cross-validation (k = 5) to get
a rough estimate of how well a surrogate can capture the
function type. The performance metrics are updated in each
iteration by taking all solutions seen so far as training and
the newly evaluated solutions as a test set. Finally, a moving
average of five iterations to avoid a smooth and more robust
estimation provides the data for selecting the best surrogate
and estimating the prediction error for each objective and
constraint.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present the performance of GPSAF
applied to various population-based algorithms solving unconstrained and constrained, single- and multi-objective optimization problems. Proposing an optimization framework
requires comparing a group of algorithms, which is not a
trivial task itself. Benchmarking is further complicated when
non-deterministic algorithms are compared, in which case not
only a single but multiple runs need to be considered.
For a fair comparison of optimization methods across test
problems and to measure the impact of GPSAF on a baseline
algorithm, we use the following ranking-based procedure:
i. Statistical Domination: After collecting the data for each
test problem and algorithm (A ∈ Ω) from multiple runs,
we perform a pairwise comparison of performance indicators (PI) between all algorithms using the Wilcoxon Rank
Sum Test (α = 0.05). The null-hypothesis H0 is that
no significant difference exists, whereas the alternative
hypothesis is that the performance indicator of the first
algorithm (PI(A)) is smaller than the one of the second
one (PI(B)) The PI is for single-objective optimization
the gap to the optimum (if known) or the best function
value found. For multi-objective optimization IGD [58]
(if optimum is known) or Hypervolume [59] is used.
ϕ(A, B) = RANKSUM(PI(B), PI(A), alt =′ less′ ),
(2)
where the function ϕ(A, B) returns zero if the null
hypothesis is accepted or a one if it is rejected.
ii. Number of Dominations: The performance P (A) of
algorithm A is then determined by the number of methods
that are dominating it:
X
P (A) =
ϕ(B, A)
(3)
B∈Ω
A̸=B

This results in a domination number P (A) for each
method, which is zero if no other algorithm does not
outperform it.
iii. Ranking: Finally, we sort the methods by their P (A).
This may result in a partial ordering with multiple algorithms with the same P (A) values. In order to keep
the overall sum of ranks equal, we assign their average
ranks in case of ties. For instance, let us assume five
optimizations methods A, B, C, D, and E: algorithm A
outperforms all others; between the performances of B,
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TABLE II
A COMPARISON OF DE, GA, PSO, AND CMAES WITH THEIR GPSAF VARIANTS ON UNCONSTRAINED SINGLE - OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS WITH FOUR
OTHER SURROGATE - ASSISTED ALGORITHMS . T HE RANK OF THE BEST PERFORMING ALGORITHM IN EACH GROUP IS SHOWN IN BOLD . T HE OVERALL
BEST PERFORMING ALGORITHM FOR EACH PROBLEM IS HIGHLIGHTED WITH A GRAY SHADE .
Problem

DE

GPSAFDE

GA

GPSAFGA

PSO

GPSAFPSO

CMAES

GPSAFCMAES

SACOSO

SACCEAM-II

SADESammon

SAMSO

f01
f02
f03
f04
f05
f06
f07
f08
f09
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
f16
f17
f18
f19
f20
f21
f22
f23
f24
Total

11.0
10.0
8.5
8.5
5.5
7.0
9.5
8.0
10.0
10.5
10.5
2.5
7.5
9.5
10.0
9.0
9.5
9.5
11.0
9.5
8.5
9.5
10.0
10.0
8.958

4.0
4.0
3.0
4.0
1.0
7.0
5.5
6.0
3.5
5.5
3.5
6.5
5.0
5.0
3.5
6.0
5.0
4.0
5.0
2.5
7.0
6.0
5.5
2.0
4.583

7.5
4.0
5.0
4.0
7.5
2.0
5.5
8.0
8.0
5.5
7.0
6.5
7.5
7.5
6.5
6.0
7.0
6.0
10.0
7.0
3.5
6.0
5.5
8.0
6.292

2.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.5
1.5
1.5
6.5
2.5
2.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
2.5
3.5
2.5
1.5
2.0
2.292

5.5
4.0
7.0
4.0
5.5
4.5
5.5
5.0
3.5
5.5
7.0
2.5
5.0
5.0
6.5
9.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
2.5
3.5
6.0
5.5
4.0
5.188

1.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
2.0
4.5
2.0
2.0
3.5
1.5
3.5
2.5
1.0
2.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
2.0
5.0
2.5
3.5
2.5
5.5
2.0
2.479

5.5
7.5
8.5
6.5
7.5
9.0
5.5
4.0
7.0
5.5
7.0
2.5
5.0
5.0
6.5
4.0
3.0
6.0
8.5
5.5
3.5
2.5
11.0
8.0
6.021

2.5
6.0
5.0
6.5
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.5
5.5
7.0
6.5
2.5
2.0
3.5
2.0
1.0
2.0
5.0
5.5
3.5
2.5
12.0
5.5
4.146

7.5
12.0
10.0
10.0
11.0
10.0
9.5
10.0
3.5
10.5
10.5
10.0
10.0
9.5
9.0
11.5
11.0
9.5
5.0
9.5
10.0
9.5
9.0
8.0
9.417

9.5
7.5
5.0
8.5
9.5
7.0
8.0
8.0
9.0
5.5
1.5
9.0
9.0
7.5
6.5
6.0
7.0
8.0
2.0
8.0
8.5
8.0
1.5
5.5
6.896

12.0
10.0
11.5
11.0
9.5
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.5
10.5
12.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.5
9.5
11.0
8.5
11.5
11.5
11.0
5.5
11.0
10.667

9.5
10.0
11.5
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
11.5
10.5
7.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
9.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
11.5
11.5
12.0
5.5
12.0
11.062

C, and D, no significant difference exists; E performs the
worst. In this case, method A gets rank 1, the group of
methods B, C, and D, rank (2 + 3 + 4)/3 = 9/3 = 3,
and E rank 5. Averaging the ranks for ties penalizes an
optimization method for being dominated by the same
amount of algorithms as others and keeps the rank sum
for each problem the same.
This conveniently provides a ranking for each test problem.
To evaluate the performance of a method on a test suite, we
finally average the ranks across problems. If an algorithm
fails to solve a specific problem for all runs, it gets the
maximum rank and becomes the worst performing algorithm.
Otherwise, all failing runs will be ignored (this has only
rarely happened for a competitor algorithm to compare with).
The ranks shall be used to compare the performances of
methods in this manuscript, the values of the performance
indicators for the methods on all test problems can be found
in the Supplementary Document. Each algorithm has been
executed 11 times on each test problem. If not explicitly
mentioned in the specific experiment, the total number of
solution evaluations has been set to SE(max) = 300. For
some simpler constrained problems, even fewer evaluations
have been used. A relatively limited evaluation budget also
means that more complicated problems might not be solved
(near) optimally. However, a comparison of how well an
algorithm has performed shall imitate the situation researchers
face in practice. If the number of variables is not fixed, the
number of variables is fixed to 10. The results are presented in
ranking tables where the overall best performing algorithm(s)
are highlighted with a gray cell background for each ranking-

based comparison for a test problem. The best-performing ones
in a group are shown in bold.
Moreover, some more details about our implementation
shall be said. For the baseline algorithms, we use implementations of population-based algorithms available in the wellknown multi-objective optimization framework pymoo1 [60]
developed in Python. For all methods, the default parameters
provided by the framework are kept unmodified, except the
population size (=20) and the number of offsprings (=10) to
create a more greedy implementation of the methods. The
surrogate implementation of Kriging is based on a Python
clone2 of DACEFit [61] originally implemented in Matlab.
The RBF models are a re-implementation based on [34].
The hyper-parameters of GPSAF were determined through
numerous empirical experiments during the algorithm development. A reasonable and well-performing configuration given
by α = 30, β = 5, and γ = 0.5 is fixed throughout all
experiments.
A. (Unconstrained) Single-objective Optimization
The first experiment investigates the capabilities of GPSAF
for improving the performance of existing algorithms on
unconstrained single-objective problems. We use the BBOB
test problems (24 functions in total) available in the COCOplatform [62] which is a widely used test suite with a variety of more and less complex problems. Four well-known
population-based optimization methods, DE [63], GA [16],
PSO [18], and CMAES [50] serve as baseline optimization
1 http://pymoo.org

(Version 0.5.0)

2 https://pypi.org/project/pydacefit/
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TABLE III
A COMPARISON OF DE, GA, PSO, AND ISRES WITH THEIR GPSAF VARIANTS , ON CONSTRAINED SINGLE - OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS WITH SACOBRA –
THE CURRENT STATE - OF - ART ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION .
Problem
G1
G2
G4
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12
G16
G18
G19
G24
Total

SE(max)

DE

GPSAFDE

GA

GPSAFGA

PSO

GPSAFPSO

GPSAFISRES

SACOBRA

75
300
75
75
75
100
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

5.5
3.5
6.5
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.5
7.0
7.5
7.5
6.571

3.5
7.0
3.5
4.0
4.0
4.5
4.5
3.5
2.5
4.5
2.5
3.5
2.0
4.5
3.857

7.5
1.0
6.5
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.5
5.5
8.0
5.5
7.0
6.0
7.5
6.357

3.5
3.5
5.0
4.0
4.0
4.5
2.5
3.5
2.5
4.5
8.0
3.5
2.0
4.5
3.964

7.5
6.0
8.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
4.5
6.5
5.5
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.5
6.0
6.679

5.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
4.0
3.0
2.5
3.5
2.5
3.0
2.5
3.5
2.0
2.0
3.214

1.0
8.0
1.5
1.5
2.0
1.0
7.0
3.5
2.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
5.0
2.0
3.036

2.0
3.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
8.0
1.5
2.5
1.0
4.0
2.0
2.321

algorithms and their GPSAF variants provide a surrogateassisted version. The results are compared with four other
surrogate-assisted algorithms, SACOSO [22], SACC-EAMII [64], SADESammon [65], SAMSO [66] available in the
PlatEMO [67] framework. The rankings from the experiment
are shown in Table II. First, one can note that GPSAF
outperforms the other four existing surrogate-assisted algorithms. One possible reason for the significant difference could
be their development for a different type of test suite (for
instance, problems with a larger number of variables). In
this test suite, some problems are rather complicated, and
exploiting the surrogate too much will cause to be easily
trapped in local optima. Also, we contribute the efficiency of
GPSAF to the significant effort for finding the most suitable
surrogate. The order of relative rank improvement is given
by GA (6.292/2.292 = 2.7452), PSO (2.0927), DE (1.9546),
and for CMAES (1.4522). Besides GPSAF-GA having the
biggest relative rank improvement, it also is the overall best
performing algorithm in this experiment, closely followed
by GPSAF-CMAES. Altogether, a significant and quite remarkable improvement is achieved by applying GPSAF for
(unconstrained) single-objective optimization.
B. Constrained Single-objective Optimization
Rarely are optimization problems unconstrained in practice. Thus, especially for surrogate-assisted methods aiming
to solve computationally expensive real-world problems, the
capability of dealing with constraints is essential. The socalled G-problems or G-function benchmark [68], [69] was
proposed to develop optimization algorithms dealing with
different kinds of constraints regarding the type (equality and
inequality), amount, complexity, and result in feasible and
infeasible search space. The original 13 test functions were
extended in a CEC competition in 2006 [70] to 24 constrained
single-objective test problems [71]. In this study, G problems
with only inequality constraints (and no equality constraints)
are used. Besides the GPSAF variants of DE and GA, improved stochastic ranking evolutionary strategy (ISRES) [72]

is applied to GSPAF. ISRES implements an improved mating
strategy using differentials between solutions in contrast to its
predecessor SRES [73]. ISRES follows the well-known 1/7
rule, which means with a population size of µ individuals 7 · µ
offsprings are created. For this study, GPSAF creates a steadystate variant of ISRES by using the proposed probabilistic
knockout tournament to choose one out of the λ solutions.
This ensures a fair comparison with SACOBRA [34] which
also evaluates one solution per iteration. To the best of our
knowledge, SACOBRA implemented in R [74] is currently
the best-performing algorithm on the G problem suite.

The constrained single-objective results are presented in
Table III. First, it is apparent that the GPSAF variants improve
the baseline algorithms. Only for G2, the genetic algorithm
outperforms its and other surrogate-assisted variants, which
we contribute to the very restricted feasible search space (also,
this has shown to be a difficult problem for surrogate-assisted
algorithms in [34]). Second, GPSAF-ISRES shows the best
results out of all GPSAF variants. This indicates that it is
beneficial if the baseline method has been proposed with a
specific problem class in mind. Even though DE, GA, and
PSO can handle constraints (for instance, naively using the
parameter-less approach), there are known to not perform
particularly well on complex constrained functions without
any modifications. In contrast, ISRES has been tested on the
G problems in the original study and proven to be effective.
Furthermore, adding surrogate assistance to it has further
improved the results. Third, GPSAF-ISRES shows competitive
performance to the state-of-the-art algorithm SACOBRA. In
this experiment, out of all 14 test problems: GPSAF variants
were able to outperform SACOBRA four times and a baseline
algorithm (GA) one time; five times the performance of at
least one GPSAF variant was similar; four times SACOBRA
has shown significantly better results. Altogether, one can
say GPSAF has created surrogate-assisted methods competing with the state-of-the-art method for constrained singleobjective problems.
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TABLE IV
A COMPARISON OF NSGA-II, SMS-EMOA, AND SPEA2 WITH THEIR GPSAF VARIANTS WITH FOUR SURROGATE - ASSISTED ALGORITHMS ON
BI - OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS .
Problem
ZDT1
ZDT2
ZDT3
ZDT4
ZDT6
WFG1
WFG2
WFG3
WFG4
WFG5
WFG6
WFG7
WFG8
WFG9
Total

NSGA-II

GPSAFNSGA-II

SMS-EMOA

GPSAFSMS-EMOA

SPEA2

GPSAFSPEA2

AB-SAEA

K-RVEA

ParEGO

CSEA

9.0
9.0
9.0
6.5
7.5
9.0
7.0
8.0
6.5
8.0
9.0
5.5
7.5
7.5
7.786

2.5
1.5
4.5
2.0
3.0
6.0
1.5
3.5
1.5
2.5
2.0
4.0
2.5
3.0
2.857

9.0
9.0
9.0
6.5
9.5
9.0
8.0
10.0
9.0
8.0
10.0
8.5
10.0
7.5
8.786

2.5
6.0
4.5
2.0
6.0
6.0
9.0
3.5
5.0
4.0
6.5
2.0
5.0
3.0
4.643

9.0
9.0
9.0
6.5
9.5
9.0
4.5
8.0
6.5
10.0
4.5
8.5
9.0
6.0
7.786

2.5
5.0
4.5
2.0
3.0
6.0
4.5
1.5
1.5
5.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.214

6.0
3.0
4.5
9.0
5.0
4.0
4.5
5.5
3.5
6.0
2.0
5.5
2.5
3.0
4.571

5.0
4.0
1.0
6.5
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
3.5
2.5
4.5
7.0
6.0
10.0
4.143

2.5
1.5
2.0
10.0
1.0
2.0
10.0
5.5
9.0
1.0
6.5
2.0
2.5
9.0
4.607

7.0
7.0
7.0
4.0
7.5
2.0
4.5
8.0
9.0
8.0
8.0
10.0
7.5
3.0
6.607

TABLE V
A COMPARISON OF NSGA-III, SMS-EMOA, AND SPEA2 WITH THEIR GPSAF VARIANTS WITH FOUR SURROGATE - ASSISTED ALGORITHMS ON
THREE - OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS .
Problem

NSGA-III

GPSAFNSGA-III

SMS-EMOA

GPSAFSMS-EMOA

SPEA2

GPSAFSPEA2

AB-SAEA

K-RVEA

ParEGO

CSEA

DTLZ1
DTLZ2
DTLZ3
DTLZ4
DTLZ5
DTLZ6
DTLZ7
Total

1.5
8.5
2.0
6.5
6.0
7.5
8.0
5.714

3.5
2.0
5.5
6.5
3.0
5.5
3.5
4.214

1.5
8.5
2.0
9.0
9.0
7.5
8.0
6.5

6.5
2.0
2.0
6.5
1.0
3.5
3.5
3.571

5.0
8.5
5.5
6.5
9.0
9.0
8.0
7.357

8.0
2.0
8.0
3.5
2.0
5.5
3.5
4.643

10.0
6.0
10.0
2.0
6.0
1.5
3.5
5.571

9.0
4.0
9.0
1.0
6.0
1.5
1.0
4.5

6.5
5.0
5.5
10.0
4.0
10.0
10.0
7.286

3.5
8.5
5.5
3.5
9.0
3.5
6.0
5.643

C. (Unconstrained) Multi-objective Optimization
Many applications have not one but multiple conflicting
objectives to optimize. For this reason, this experiment focuses specifically on multi-objective optimization problems.
As a test suite, we choose ZDT [75], a well-known test
suite proposed when multi-objective optimization has gained
popularity. Throughout this experiment, we set the number
of variables to 10, except for the high multi-modal problem,
ZDT4, where the number of variables is limited to 5. The
WFG [76] test suit provides even more flexibility by being
scalable with respect to the number of objectives. Here, we
simply set the objective number to be two to create another
bi-objective test suite. Moreover, the number of variables
has been set to 10 where four of them are positional. The
baseline algorithms NSGA-II [77], SMS-EMOA [78], and
SPEA2 [79] are used as baseline algorithms. The results are
compared with four other surrogate-assisted algorithms: ABSAEA [80], KRVEA [27], ParEGO [14], CSEA [29] available
in PlatEMO [67].
The results on the two multi-objective test suites are shown
in Table IV. First, one can note that all surrogate-assisted
algorithms outperform the ones without. This indicates that
surrogate assistance effectively improves the convergence behavior. Second, GPSAF-NSGA-II performs the best with a
rank of 2.893 and shows the best performance, followed

by GPSAF-SPEA2, GPSAF-SMS-EMOA, and KRVEA. It is
worth noting that ParEGO is penalized by being terminated for
ZDT4 and WFG2, where the surrogate model was not able to
be built.
To show the behavior of three-objective optimization problems, we have replaced NSGA-II with NSGA-III and run all
algorithms on the DTLZ problems suite [81] test suite. The
results are shown in Table V. Whereas for most problems,
the GPSAF variants outperform the baseline algorithms, for
DTLZ1 and DTLZ3, this is not the case. Both problems
consist of multi-modal convergence functions, which causes
a large amount of surrogate error. Thus, surrogate-assisted
algorithms (including the four GPSAF is compared to) are
misguided. This seems to be a vital observation deserving to
be investigated in more detail into the future. Nevertheless,
GPSAF improves the performance of baseline algorithms for
the other problems. GPSAF-SMS-EMOA shows overall the
best results in this experiment with an average rank of 2.786
followed by GPSAF-NSGA-III.
D. Constrained Multi-objective Optimization
Lastly, we shall compare GPSAF on constrained multiobjective optimization problems which often occur in realworld optimization. The challenge of dealing with multiple objectives and constraints in combination with computationally
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TABLE VI
A COMPARISON OF NSGA-III, SMS-EMOA, AND SPEA2 WITH THEIR GPSAF VARIANTS WITH FOUR SURROGATE - ASSISTED ALGORITHMS ON
CONSTRAINED MULTI - OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS .
Problem
C1-DTLZ1
C2-DTLZ2
C3-DTLZ4
BNH
SRN
TNK
OSY
Total

SE(max)

NSGA-II

GPSAFNSGA-II

SMS-EMOA

GPSAFSMS-EMOA

SPEA2

GPSAFSPEA2

HSMEA

300
300
300
100
100
100
300

4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.0
5.0
5.143

4.0
4.5
1.5
2.5
3.0
2.0
1.5
2.714

4.0
4.5
5.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
5.0
5.357

4.0
4.5
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
3.643

4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.0
5.0
5.143

4.0
4.5
5.0
2.5
3.0
2.0
1.5
3.214

4.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
4.0
7.0
2.786

expensive solution evaluations truly mimics the complexity
of industrial optimization problems. We have compared our
results with HSMEA [28] a recently proposed algorithm for
constraint multi-objective optimization. With consultation of
the authors, some minor modifications of the publicly available
source code had to be made for dealing with computationally
expensive constraints – as this is an assumption made in this
study. The results on CDTLZ [82], BNH [83], SRN [84],
TNK [85], and OSY [86] are shown in Table VI. Again,
one can observe that the GPSAF variants consistently improve
the performance of the baseline optimization methods. The
only exception is C1-DTLZ1, where all methods could find
no feasible solution, and thus, an equal rank is assigned.
We contribute this to the complexity of the test problems
given by the constraint violation and the multi-modality of
the objective functions. For OSY, TNK, the GPSAF variants
show a significantly better performance than HSMEA; for C3DTLZ4, the performance is similar; and for C2-DTLZ2, BNH,
and TNK, it performs better. Altogether, GPSAF-NSGA-II
can obtain a better rank than HSMEA, but it shall be fair to
say that for three out of the seven constrained multi-objective
optimization problems, HSMEA is the winner. Nevertheless,
GPSAF improved the performance of baseline algorithms
and showed competitive results to another surrogate-assisted
optimization method.
V. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
This article has proposed a generalized probabilistic
surrogate-assisted framework applicable to any type of
population-based algorithm. GSPAF incorporates two different
phases to provide surrogate assistance, one considering using
the current state of the baseline algorithm and the other looking
at multiple iterations into the future. In contrast to other
existing surrogate-assisted algorithms, the surrogate search
is not reduced to the final solutions on the surrogate, but
the whole search pattern is utilized. Solutions are selected
using a probabilistic tournament that considers surrogate prediction errors for objectives and constraints from the search
pattern. GPSAF has been applied to multiple well-known
population-based algorithms proposed for unconstrained and
constrained single and multi-objective optimization. We have
provided comprehensive results on test problem suites indicating that GPSAF competes and outperforms existing surrogateassisted methods. The combination of GPSAF creating well-

performing surrogate-assisted algorithms with its simplicity
and broad applicability is very promising.
The encouraging results provide scope for further exploring
generalized surrogate-assisted algorithms. One main challenge
of a generalized approach is the recommendation of hyperparameter configurations (α, β, ρ, or γ). The parameters have
been set through empirical experiments; however, through
the broad applicability, different mechanisms of baseline algorithms on very different optimization problems make it
difficult to draw generally valid conclusions. A more systemic
and possibly resource-intensive study shall provide an idea of
how different hyper-parameter settings impact the performance
of different algorithms. In addition, experiments investigating
the sensitivity shall be especially of interest.
The focus of this study was to explore different types of
problems with multiple objectives and constraints. Thus the
number of variables was kept relatively small as this is often
the case for computationally expensive problems. Thus, even
though the search space dimensions do not directly impact the
idea proposed in this article, it shall be part of a future study
of how surrogate assistance performs for large-scale problems.
Moreover, the number of solution evaluations per run has been
set to 300, which allows using all solutions exhaustively for
modeling without a large modeling overhead. However, more
solution evaluations might be feasible for mediocre expensive
optimization problems.
Nevertheless, this extensive explorative study on the use
of surrogates in single and multi-objective optimization with
and without constraints has indicated a viable new direction
in congruence with existing emerging studies for a generic
optimization methodology.
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